Quick Connect
Standout Brackets
Work Safely around Windows, Gutters, Roofs and Doors.

-Product Description -

Open Rung Standout Brackets– Sold in Pairs

- Attach Quickly & Securely, without Fasteners.
- Fits most standard ladders with open rung holes.
- Type 1A, 300 lb. Duty Rating
- Lightweight
- Helps Prevent Damage to Gutters and Walls.
- Provide Excellent Lateral Stability.
- Thick, soft, gripping elbows.
- Elbow Replacement Kit Available

-Retail Package

-Advantages -

- Lightweight
- Attaches “or” Detaches in seconds
- No Fasteners or Hardware needed
- Soft EPDM Foam Elbow Protectors.
- Adds excellent Stability to entire ladder.
- Minimizes side slippage on walls and roofs
- Inexpensive and Durable

-Specifications -

- Each Bracket weighs 12.3 ounces
- Fits aluminum and fiberglass ladders with D-Rungs or O-Rungs “open” on outside of ladder rail
- To attach - compress two arms toward each other and slide ends into open rung holes
- Held into place by elbow tension and angle of bracket in relation to ladder
- Holds ladder 12” away from support surface
- Can be installed or removed from ladder rungs in seconds, without fasteners or hardware
- Elbow Protectors are a soft, spongy neoprene foam that is both durable and skid resistant
- Type 1A, 300 pound duty rated
- Aluminum Tube “outside” diameter is 31/32 inch
- Each bracket extends 12” out to the side of ladder rail
- Elbow Cushion Replacement Kit available
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